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The table for the renamed table was renamed by clicking on the Rename link. In the second table, the \"Rename Table\" function was used. We also tried renumbering the tables using the \"Rename\" function. You can specify the number of times to repeat the renaming of the table using the attribute \"number.\" Below, you can see
the difference between Windows and Sony's GUI for renaming the tables. The second table was renamed by clicking on the Rename link. The third table was renamed using the \"Rename Table\" function which is available on the top toolbar. This function performs different operations according to the context in which it is used. For

example, it allows you to rename a table in a primary table (which is not the case with the \"Rename\" function). Below, you can see the \"Rename\" options available. You can perform two types of actions: Renaming the primary table and renaming the table (using the table name only). Note that in the case of a primary table, the table
cannot be renamed. This is the case with the table that is shown below. Instead, you have to create a copy of the table named table2. The table actions include Rename, Copy (create a copy using a different name), Drop (delete the table), Truncate (delete existing data without affecting the table definition), Lock (set the table lock
mode: row share, exclusive, and so on), Comment (descriptive comment explaining the use or purpose of the table), Parallel (change the default degree of parallelism for queries and DML on the table), No Parallel (specify serial execution), Count Rows (return the number of rows), and Generate Table API (generate statements for a

PL/SQL procedure to perform operations on the table).
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